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ALERT:Â Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure

that youÂ select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist

for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not

transferable. In addition,Â you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and

use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Â   Packages  Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &

Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than

Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Â   Used or rental books  If you

rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed

previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Â   Access codes  Access codes that

are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or

a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. Â  --   Chemistry: A Molecular

Approach, Third Edition is an innovative, pedagogically driven text that explains challenging

concepts in a student-oriented manner.Â  Nivaldo Tro creates a rigorous and accessible treatment

of general chemistry in the context of relevance and the big picture. Chemistry is presented visually

through multi-level imagesâ€”macroscopic, molecular, and symbolic representationsâ€”helping

students see the connections between the world they see around them (macroscopic), the atoms

and molecules that compose the world (molecular), and the formulas they write down on paper

(symbolic). The hallmarks of Dr. Troâ€™s problem-solving approach are reinforced through

interactive media that provide students with an office-hour type of environment built around worked

examples and expanded coverage on the latest developments in chemistry. Pioneering features

allow students to sketch their ideas through new problems, and much more.  Â   0321804716 /

9780321804716 Chemistry: A Molecular Approach Plus MasteringChemistry with eText -- Access

Card Package  Package consists of:Â Â Â   0321809246 / 9780321809247 Chemistry: A Molecular

Approach  0321842928 / 9780321842923 MasteringChemistry with Pearson eText -- ValuePack

Access Card -- for Chemistry: A Molecular Approach Â   Â 
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I love how they DISCREETLY tell you that you don't receive an access code with rentals (sarcasm

intended). The access code was the most important aspect of me purchasing this book WAS the

access code. Now I have to scramble to return this item so I can buy ANOTHER book and access

code combo.

It doesn't have any Masteringchemistry access code. So if you really need access code for the

class, don't but it.  doesn't give any guaranty for access code.

Students that are looking for an inexpensive version of the hardcover should purchase this book.

The Mastering Chemistry code is included. You'll need a big binder to put this in, but otherwise I do

not see a problem with it at all. I purchased this version of the hardcover because the hardcover

was way too expensive (around $300+) at my campus bookstore and they did not have an

inexpensive version of the hardcover at all. I was not willing to spend all my financial aid money on 2

or 3 books. The campus bookstore can be a HUGE rip-off. So, next time you go to buy books for

your classes, check the price differences between your campus bookstore and items on .

Sometimes, you can rent for less at the bookstore or even lesser on .I hope this helps...

The book is okay. I would recommend that you buy it online from Pearson for $110. That would also

include the ModifiedMastering Chem or Mastering Chem, you can chose depending on what your

instructor would like to use.

THIS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION IS MISLEADING.The description states that the book comes with

the Mastering Chemistry access card, which is very important for some students.I rented this book,

and it did not come with the access card. The seller should obviously clarify which purchase options



include the access card and which options do not.As far as Tro chemistry, I used the previous

edition and it is a wonderful chemistry textbook.Mastering Chemistry could be helpful to some, but I

found the problems that my class assigned were often repetitive, and the program's sensitivity

settings for correct answers were often very frustrating.

I ordered new book and it came the next day in good package box. Two corners were squeezed but

it was in the plastic wrap with the access card in the back also in the plastic wrap. There was no

receipt for some reason but nothing was missing. Price is $50 cheaper than school book store but I

will trade it back after two semesters for a gift card so it will end much affordable. I bought it for

$242.17 on 8/19/2013 and price dropped the next day, but I am neither complaining nor returning

the book. Access code works and it will end after 18 months with the ebook. :)

We BOUGHT THIS BOOK (not rented, BOUGHT) and received no access code although it is

clearly advertised as coming with the access code, That is the main thing my son needed for his

class; however, we did not get it wit the PURCHASE of this book. False advertisement and this is a

complete scam.

This book did NOT come with an access code. Like most people, I purchased this product because

it came with access codes for mastering chemistry and the eText. Hell, it even said so on the back

label of the book. So, to my disappointment, I checked the cover, back cover, between pages, even

labels for the access code. Nothing. Now, I have to explain to my professor that I bought a book

without an access code AND I have no access to the homework. I demand a response from the

seller IMMEDIATELY. I want this solved so I have access to what I purchased.
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